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Purpose: Genomic medicine holds great promise for improving healthcare, but integrating 

searchable and actionable genetic data into electronic health records remains a challenge. Here 

we describe Neptune, a system for managing the interaction between a clinical laboratory and an 

electronic health record system during the clinical reporting process.

Methods: We developed Neptune and applied it to two clinical sequencing projects that required 

report customization, variant reanalysis and EHR integration.

Results: Neptune has been applied for the generation and delivery of over 15,000 clinical 

genomic reports. This work spans two clinical tests based on targeted gene panels that contain 68 

and 153 genes respectively. These projects demanded customizable clinical reports that contained 

a variety of genetic data types including SNVs, CNVs, pharmacogenomics and polygenic risk 

scores. Two variant reanalysis activities were also supported, highlighting this important workflow.

Conclusions: Methods are needed for delivering structured genetic data to EHRs. This need 

extends beyond developing data formats to providing infrastructure that manages the reporting 

process itself. Neptune was successfully applied on two high-throughput clinical sequencing 

projects to build and deliver clinical reports to EHR systems. The software is open source and 

available at https://gitlab.com/bcm-hgsc/neptune.

Introduction

Genomic medicine seeks to improve clinical outcomes1 by identifying risk for adverse 

drug events, providing molecular diagnoses, and identifying patients with increased lifetime 

risk of genetic disease, but implementation is limited by many factors. These include: 1) 

insufficient infrastructure for high-throughput clinical reporting2-4, 2) challenges handling 

protected health information (PHI)5,6, 3) labor-intensive genomic variant interpretation,7 4) 

clinical-site specific data integration requirements,8,9 5) few actionable findings in some 

disease areas10, 6) additional burden on providers to integrate genetic data11 and 7) a 

reluctance from insurance providers to pay for precision medicine testing12. Addressing 

these challenges demands research that pairs large genomic datasets with clinical outcomes. 

Many national and international clinical sequencing projects have been established to fill 

this need, including the eMERGE Network13, All of Us14, the IGNITE network15, and the 

Clinical Sequencing Evidence-Generating Research16 (CSER) consortium as well as a large 

number of private and regional initiatives17,18.

Integrating genomic data in electronic health records (EHRs) will allow researchers to 

improve the clinical impact of genomic data, demonstrate its utility, and make it accessible 

to clinical decision support tools. Unfortunately, genomic data are often heterogeneous, 

mix or lack standards, are updated regularly, and require domain expertise to handle 

correctly. Data standards are in development19 but there is a lack of flexible, comprehensive, 

and open-source solutions for structuring genomic data and cleanly bridging the gap to 

EHR systems. There are commercial clinical reporting offerings in this space, but they 

are closed-source20-22. PharmCat combines a similar set of features by capturing domain 

knowledge, providing sample analysis and generating clinical reports, but it focuses on 

pharmacogenomic reporting23. Genomics-informatics resources like DBGap24 offer longer

term data storage solutions or focus on reanalysis25. Lastly, some tools provide general 
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support for building HL7 or FHIR messages, but do not provide domain-specific support 

for clinical genetics reporting26. In summary, Neptune offers the most robust, open-source 

package of tools for integrating genomics data into the EHR (Supplementary Table 1).

While many laboratories have solutions to aid variant interpretation, incorporating structured 

genetic testing results into the EMR is widely considered so difficult that few laboratories 

attempt it, instead preferring to load PDFs as media files27. To support delivering genomic 

data to the EHR, we have developed Neptune, an environment that manages the clinical 

reporting process. The key features of Neptune are: 1) to take as input genomic data 

(genotypes and coverage information) and compare against a ‘VIP database’ of known 

genetic variation, marking known variants with previously-curated data, selecting novel 

genomic variants for review, and identifying samples where all variants have been curated, 

which is essential for automated reporting, 2) to combine data from diverse sources 

including sample metadata from a LIMS and variant information from the VIP database and 

output data in a structured report file ready to be accepted by EHR systems, 3) to convert 

that structured data into a customizable human-readable report, 4) to enable corrected and 

updated reports, and 5) to enable the reanalysis and re-interpretation of data over time. In 

this report we describe Neptune’s workflow and its application to two gene-panel based 

clinical tests that required data integration into EHRs: eMERGE III and HeartCare.

Material and Methods

Following the detection of genomic variants using standard bioinformatics pipelines28, 

Neptune communicates via API with an external variant interpretation interface to obtain the 

most up-to-date valiant interpretation data. Annotated variants and associated metadata are 

used to populate a structured .json format that represents the ‘clinical report’ for that sample. 

This functionality is encapsulated in an API (Table 1). Automated reporting is possible when 

all variants in a sample have been previously curated.

VIP Database

The ‘VIP Database’ of genomic variation is maintained externally from Neptune. This 

database contains variant information (position, allele), frequency, transcript data, gene 

annotations (disease association, inheritance) and internal curation data (pubmed ids of 

related publications, comments and categories from clinical sites). It currently contains 

381,564 variants (Figure 1B). This database was initially seeded by the two clinical 

reporting laboratories for the eMERGE III network29, and has been subsequently updated 

for novel variants that are detected in samples in the HGSC Clinical Lab and other 

public variant resources. This resource draws on both public resources (ClinVar, OMIM, 

literature review) and internal data sets. The VIP database is available for download at 

https://gitlab.com/bcm-hgsc/neptune. Neptune interacts with a snapshot of the VIP database 

in vcf format. If a clinical laboratory maintains its own variant database, Neptune can be 

modified to retrieve it instead using Neptunes module system, or the ClinVar data format 

could be used directly.
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Variant Filtering and Interpretation in eMERGE and HeartCare

Clinical genomic variant filtering and interpretation were implemented separately from 

Neptune in an annotation pipeline and external curation interface, following ACMG/AMP 

guidelines. As ClinGen recommendations become available (e.g. MYH730 or CNV 

guidelines31) we have adopted them. eMERGE and HeartCare used a similar set of 

project-specific filters to reduce the review burden of benign variation. These filters were 

implemented separately and are not part of Neptune.

To calculate precision, recall, f measure and specificity, we define a positive as a reportable, 

pathogenic variant and not reportable variants as negative. A true positive then would be 

a reportable variant was either in the VIP or novel (i.e. was selected for review), a false 

positive would be a variant selected for review that was not reportable, and a false negative 

would be a variant that was reportable that was not selected for review. Metrics were 

evaluated for a recent batch (IR277) containing 138 samples.

Variant Annotation with Locally Curated Variant Data

Novel variants are detected by comparing their genomic coordinates and alternate allele. 

Variants that are not present in the VIP database can be forwarded to a variant review 

system for manual curation. Following manual curation, novel variants are added to the 

VIP database by an external tool. Once all variants in a sample have been categorized, 

Neptune extracts reportable, pathogenic variants using curations stored in the VIP database, 

and outputs an automated clinical report populated with prioritized variants (or a negative 

report if no relevant variants are found).

The assessment of variants reviewed per sample in this study (Figure 2) was done by 

“re-playing” our review process, starting from an empty VIP database. Variants were limited 

to the 68 eMERGE consensus reportable genes (Supplementary Table 1). Each sample was 

analyzed in the order in which it was received. For each variant selected for review during 

our initial review process, we checked for it in the database. The database was empty or 

nearly empty early in this process, so many variants were assessed. We then added all 

reviewed variants to the database. As we progressed through the 7258 data freeze samples 

we recorded how many reviewable variants were not present in the database for each new 

sample.

Copy-Number Variation

Neptune can integrate copy number variants (CNVs) by incorporating AtlasCNV32 output 

into the report. If activated, reports contain a CNV section. CNVs and SNVs are reported 

alongside one another to highlight cases of compound heterozygosity, in which one gene 

contains both a CNV and another deleterious variant. Many of the CNVs reported in these 

studies were reviewed prior to the release of guidelines by ClinGen31,33, though reviews 

conducted after their release followed them. Prior to their release we applied ClinGen 

haploinsufficiency / triplosensitivity data, assessed whether the CNV was in or out of frame 

if possible and considered known pathogenic CNVs or indels that overlapped the CNV in 

question. In eMERGE we initially required the CNV to span 3 exons until the release of our 
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updated CNV-caller, atlas-CNV32 which allowed us to begin reporting single exon CNVs. In 

HeartCare, we reported single-exon events throughout the duration of the project.

Pharmacogenomics

Pharmacogenomics analysis is available for a subset of commonly reported genotypes 

and star alleles34. The module is configurable and the set of reported pharmacogenomic 

findings that are reported are defined using a mapping file that links reportable genotypes 

to their associated star alleles, phenotypes, and interpretation notes. Pharmacogenomic 

analysis requires either a gvcf input or external QC file with coverage values for 

all pharmacogenomic variant sites. Variants are assumed to be unphased, leading to 

ambiguous star allele assignments in some cases (e.g. TPMT *1/*3A vs *3b/*3c). If the 

pharmacogenomic analysis is active, an additional table will be added to the report that 

describes the pharmacogenomic variants in the patient, as well as adding the corresponding 

data to the structured JSON file.

Polygenic Risk Scores

Neptune includes a module that enables the clinical reporting of PRS. This module reads 

a file in variant call format (vcf), restricted to sites of interest for a given polygenic risk 

score. It then calculates the risk score, using weights provided in a configuration file and 

the zygosity of each allele. Lastly, the score for each sample is then compared against a 

reference distribution (also provided in the configuration) to determine the risk category 

for that sample. The PRS score, risk category and weighted genotypes can be added to 

structured outputs. Although the clinical utility of PRS is currently not settled33, gathering 

additional clinical datasets will facilitate the assessment of their utility.

Report Templates

Reports are designed to meet all CAP / CLIA requirements and are highly customizable 

using an html-based templating system. Sections of the report can be activated or deactivated 

based on sample metadata such as project or sequencing methodology. Neptune supports 

both corrections and amendments to existing reports, with changes tracked and timestamped. 

By integrating with our variant review system, our internal deployment of Neptune 

streamlines the generation of batches of negative reports, which is critical in projects with a 

large number of negative reports.

Conversion to Structured Data Formats

Neptune allows structured outputs to be in one of a variety of formats, including FHIR, 

HTML and JSON. Regardless of the format, the output captures all elements of the report 

including variant information, descriptive text, and coverage statistics produced by the 

ExCiD software. In the next step, this ‘pre-report’ is merged with PHI within a fully 

HIPAA-compliant environment and the final report is made available to a laboratory director 

for approval. For ease of viewing, an html version of the report is also made available.

For the eMERGE III project, the JSON file was converted into a proprietary XML format 

selected for use by the eMERGE network. This format was standardized across the two 

clinical reporting laboratories which allowed clinical sites to accept reports in a unified 
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format35. In our HeartCare project, work is ongoing to develop a FHIR-compatible data 

specification and a conversion tool that can take this specification and JSON data to produce 

FHIR-compatible outputs (https://emerge-fhir-spec.readthedocs.io/en/latest/).

The BCM HeartCare study

In the Baylor College of Medicine (BCM) HeartCare study, patients who presented at BCM 

clinical sites were invited to participate in a clinical genomics study that included return of 

genomic results and integration into the EHR. This project increased the complexity of the 

clinical report by adding a section for reporting a polygenic risk score alongside integrated 

small variant and copy number variant genomic findings from 168 genes related to cardiac 

disease, pharmacogenomic findings for a set of drugs related to cardiovascular disease, and 

the reporting of two risk alleles36 for LPA37.

Results

We developed Neptune to facilitate delivering genetic test data to EHRs. Neptune follows 

object oriented design principles, with separate classes used to contain logic for samples, 

metadata, variants, VIP snapshots, report builders, database connections among others 

(Supplementary figure 1). A key challenge with developing a system like Neptune is 

separating logic that is specific to the clinical laboratory in which it was developed from 

generalizable logic. To address this, we created a module system which allows development 

of separable components. These modules are loaded dynamically, based on a configuration 

file. For example, the report for a particular project may include CNVs, so the CNV 

‘report_feature’ can be activated in that project’s configuration file, which will instruct 

Neptune on the module to use for loading and displaying CNVs on the report. Neptune 

depends on the pyyaml, qrcode and sqlite3 python packages. The FHIR client is also 

developed at the HGSC and available at https://gitlab.com/HGSC-NGSI/heartcare/heartcare

hl7.

Case Study: Electronic Medical Records and Genomics Network

The eMERGE Network brings together researchers and clinical laboratories to study the 

implementation of genomic medicine29. Previously, as part of the eMERGE III Network, we 

performed clinical interpretation and issued over 14,500 clinical reports to 7 clinical sites 

for a targeted-gene panel of 68 consensus genes with additional clinical-site specific genes. 

Clinical reports needed to be customized to each clinical site, which presented a challenge. 

Customizations included modifying the gene list depending on the clinical site, allowing 

specific SNPs to be reported depending on the clinical site, adding a polygenic risk score for 

one clinical site and hiding it from others, displaying a pharmacogenomic section for some 

sites and modifying the content of that section depending on site preferences, and modifying 

which set of metadata was displayed depending on the clinical site. Neptune implemented 

these customizations by employing a templating system that can key off sample-specific 

metadata that is pulled from the LIMS.

Genomic variants were interpreted according to ACMG/AMP guidelines38 externally from 

Neptune and stored in the VIP database, in a high-throughput manner that relied on a set of 
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automated filters, defined prior to the project start. In general, manual review of variants is 

the exception. In eMERGE over 99.99% (682343/682398) from a representative sample) of 

variants were handled automatically, and in a recent batch we see recall of 100%, precision 

of 26.4%, f1 measure of 41% and specificity of 99.99% (Supplementary Tables 3,4). We 

employed a defined process for handling variant harmonization that has been previously 

described29. We started with a single reviewer who handled all variant interpretation and 

report sign-out activities. Later, we added a small team of 2-4 second reviewers and a 

dedicated first reviewer. Taking advantage of recurrent variant interpretations using the 

VIP database, we observed a rapid decline in novel variants per sample, followed by a 

stabilization around one reviewable variant per sample (Figure 2). A key lesson-learned was 

the benefit of gene-centric reviews; we adopted a review approach that ‘batched’ together 

a large number of samples (typically 1,200), and then reviewers curated all variants in a 

particular gene from this batch in a single session. For example, a typical batch might 

contain 10 rare BRCA2 variants; these would all be interpreted in the same session by 

one reviewer. This approach reduced context switching for reviewers, streamlines literature 

review, and simplifies adding additional members to the review team. The change proved to 

be popular with the review team and will be applied to future projects.

We engaged in multiple reanalysis activities as part of eMERGE III, supported by 

Neptune. First, we compared two snapshots of the ClinVar download (available from ftp://

ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/clinvar/), from August 2018 and August 2019. Variants with a new 

Pathogenic or Likely Pathogenic (P/LP) interpretation where there were none previously 

were considered candidate ‘upgrades’. Variants where a previous P/LP assertion had been 

removed, leaving only VUS, Benign or Likely Benign, was a candidate for a classification 

‘downgrade’. In the genomic regions covered by our test, we identified 614 unique variants 

with changed assertions. For potential downgrades, we only considered variants that we had 

previously reported as P/LP, as many of the new ClinVar entries supported our decision 

during reporting to not report a variant that had been previously classified as P/LP in 

ClinVar. The result of this filtering was 109 unique variants to review (99 upgrades, 

10 downgrades) of which 34 (28 upgrades, 6 downgrades) of these had 2, 3 or 4 stars 

in the August 2019 ClinVar snapshot (indicating multiple submitters with no conflicts, 

expert panel review or practice guideline, respectively). For each of these variants, we 

performed a full, manual variant interpretation, considering all ACMG/AMP evidence 

categories. Ultimately, we found five variants with sufficient evidence to change the variant 

interpretation and issued corrected reports. The total time required for manual review varied 

greatly from between a few minutes and many (> 5) hours, based primarily on the additional 

information available about the variant and the number of discussions required by the review 

team to finalize their interpretation. For first review, reanalysis took 32 minutes on average 

(std. dev 9.4). The majority of variants could be reclassified by a first reviewer, but a small 

fraction (< 9%) required attention from a laboratory director.

In a separate reanalysis activity, we identified genomic variants of unknown significance 

(VUS) that, with the addition of one ACMG/AMP sub-category, could reach P/LP status. 

As the phenotypic and family history information gathered during eMERGE was quite 

limited, we requested a manual chart review from clinical sites for these variants (Figure 

3B). There were 83 variants identified initially, of which we reclassified 4, either using 
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ACMG/AMP subcategory PS4 (prevalence in affecteds significantly increased over controls) 

or PP4 (patient’s phenotype or family history highly specific for gene). An example was 

the NM_000551.3:c.551T>C variant in the VHL gene, which was borderline VUS based on 

the evidence we had (PP3 - computationally predicted to be deleterious, PM2 - absent from 

population databases). Two papers reported the variant associated with affected individuals, 

but this was not enough evidence to apply PS4. However, upon contacting the clinical site, 

we learned that the patient was diagnosed with Von Hippel-Lindau disease, which allowed 

us to apply the PP4 subcategory, moving this variant to likely pathogenic.

In total, we re-issued nine reports based on variant classification updates. By using the size 

of the eMERGE panel (68 consensus genes) and the number of reports in circulation when 

we started that effort (approximately 15,000) we can estimate that the burden placed on 

clinical laboratories by reanalysis will require assessing 0.0001 (109 / 1,020,000) variants 

per gene on an issued report. The rate of reissued reports remains low, at 0.03% (5/15,000). 

As the number of interpreted variants increases, this problem will continue to grow.

Case Study: BCM HeartCare

In a second application, we performed variant interpretation and reporting for 709 patients 

who presented at BCM cardiovascular clinics. 8.5% percent of the cases were positive 

for a pathogenic or likely pathogenic SNV or CNV, and 49% were positive for a 

pharmacogenomic finding. Management changes as a result of these findings included 

recommending additional specific laboratory testing including imaging, referral for a genetic 

consultation, or a change in medication.

For HeartCare, our review team of 2-4 analysts handled the initial variant reviewers, 

while a dedicated clinical geneticist with expertise in cardiovascular genetics handled the 

final review and report sign out. Discordances with groups outside of the project are 

handled by the reanalysis process. A new addition was patient and family management 

recommendations, written by a clinical geneticist. This section provides feedback to the 

ordering physician on managing a genetic finding, and when appropriate contains advice 

on additional testing, drug regimens to start or avoid, additional genetic counseling, and 

recommendations on cascade testing. Composing the physician guidance section added 

significant amounts of time to report preparation. These changes were implemented by 

creating a new report template to support the additional fields. Supplementary Figure 2 

shows an example HeartCare report.

Neptune enabled the reporting of structured polygenic risk score (PRS) data for HeartCare. 

We implemented a previously-developed polygenic risk score for coronary artery disease 

(Khera et al., 2016), based on 50 SNPs. High-risk individuals have a 91% higher relative 

risk of hospitalization after 10 years than low risk individuals. In HeartCare, after clinician 

feedback, we reported the top 5% of individuals in this distribution as the "high risk" group 

(Top 5% >= 4.5824) which is somewhat more stringent than the original publication. The 

assessment of the clinical utility of these scores are ongoing, and the creation of clinical 

datasets in which PRS data are integrated with EMR data, enabled by tools like Neptune, 

will aid these assessments.
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We also implemented a HIPAA-compliant reporting portal, hosted on AWS, for the final 

report rendering and storage. We piloted an integration of this reporting platform with 

Epic. This required generating HL7v2 messages which contain the encoded clinical report 

and key report results using the HAPI api (https://hapifhir.github.io/hapi-hl7v2/ ). The Epic 

team developed a new interface for displaying this information, and a new data model for 

storing it. HL7 messages were transferred by sftp, and automatically loaded by Epic and 

attached to the test order. To keep the HL7 message simple we included fields for the order 

number, MRN, test name, environment, last name, first name, middle initial, dob, gender, 

visit number, HGSC accession, observation date, specimen received date, ordering provider, 

results report date, result status, LP(a) finding, genetic finding and address. Supplementary 

figure 3 shows an example of how this data appeared in Epic for ordering providers. In 

coordination with the Epic team, we tested the functionality, performance and security of 

this approach using HL7 messages from 32 samples. These samples were loaded by the Epic 

team who then shared screenshots of the Epic interface and PDF reports for review. At the 

conclusion of the HeartCare project, we had successfully connected Neptune to Epic and 

ensured the resulting interface was secure, performant and that data were received correctly 

by Epic. A full description and lessons learned from the HeartCare study are described in 

Murdock et al. 2021. (under review).

Discussion

Neptune provides a customizable platform that enables the delivery of genomic results to 

support genomic medicine. It facilitates complex reporting workflows including reanalysis, 

and connects genomic data to clinical geneticists and the EHR. It is backed by a 

VIP database of genetic variation that stores variant curations. We have deployed this 

environment to enable two exemplar projects in which clinical genetic data were reviewed, 

reported out and transferred back to a clinical site. Neptune is a validated approach to 

clinical genetic reporting that can alleviate some of the problems related to delivering 

scalable clinical genetic data.

Reanalysis places a substantial workload on clinical genetics activities and the overall effort 

will increase with the volume of reports issued. Based on the number of genes present on the 

gene panel designs used in the tests reviewed here, we observed a rate of 0.0001 variants per 

gene on an issued report per year. Thus, when reporting clinical genetic data at a large scale, 

complete reanalysis may not be feasible and clear guidelines will be crucial to define the 

extent to which reanalysis activities are necessary. Future work will examine the extent to 

which accelerating submissions to ClinVar might change this estimate and whether potential 

increasing concordance between laboratories will reduce the amount of work remaining.

The approach to variant review presented here relies on manual interpretation of variants, 

and thus has limitations to scalability as the number of reported genes increases to e.g. an 

exome. This limit is evident in the plateau that is reached in the review burden per sample 

(Figure 2) as additional samples are added to the study that we and others have observed39. 

Based on harmonization activities that we have conducted with other labs29,40 the approach 

here is consistent with best-practices in the field, and scaling variant interpretation is likely 

to be a general challenge for the field in the coming years. Active efforts towards rule-based 
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interpretation underway by ClinGen will help automatable genomic variant interpretation 

become standard.

The challenge of integrating genomic data into an EHR was made clear during HeartCare. A 

key lesson was the importance of streamlining testing by allowing developers of the genetic 

report to access the Epic test environment directly. Instead, our testing methodology relied 

on sharing screenshots for review, resulting in many slow iterations. Simplifying the HL7 

message itself also proved to be key. A more complex message would have required still 

more rounds of testing and would have been challenging to review in multiple views in Epic. 

A surprising challenge was the difficulty of receiving confirmation from Epic for correct 

receipt of a message. This feature required additional configuration in Epic but was essential 

for the smooth operation of clinical reporting. Lastly, we only started exploring the patient 

experience, but this aspect of the project is critical and should be a focus from the outset. 

True interoperability with the EMR will require the ability to extract de-identified data, 

which can be useful during variant interpretation and discovery. This level of interaction has 

not been achieved yet by our systems, but will be a future goal.

The successful implementation of genomic medicine relies on structured integration of 

genomic data into the EHR systems. These data cannot remain in silos, rather they 

should be shared as widely as possible given the constraints of research consent and 

PHI data protection. When stored in a structured format, these data can be acted on by 

CDS tools to provide context-dependent decision support to clinicians. Optimally, data 

would flow smoothly both into and out of the EHR. Health information can be used to 

support variant interpretation and genomic data are already proving actionable in the clinic, 

with its utility increasing rapidly. Data interchange formats like FHIR (https://emerge-fhir

spec.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) are crucial for enabling this interchange and will empower the 

next generation of clinical genomic integration.
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Figure 1: Overview of Neptune functionality.
A. Neptune manages the variant review process and brings together disparate data from 

multiple external systems in order to create a final report file, in either json, html or FHIR 

format. Central to this process is the ‘VIP’ database of genetic variation. For each sample, 

novel genomic variants are added to this database and curated as needed according to 

project-specific rules. B. The contents of the VIP database includes curated variants. VIP 

database variants are predominantly VUS or Likely Benign.
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Figure 2: Variant Review Burden Over Time.
The plot shows the number of variants per sample requiring review in 68 eMERGE III 

consensus reportable genes, starting with an empty database. As additional samples are 

reviewed from a data freeze of 7258, the number of variants per sample that are selected 

quickly decreases. In eMERGE III, the number of variants that require review plateaus at 

around 1 variant per sample.
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Figure 3: eMERGE III reanalysis activities.
Neptune supported two parallel reanalysis activities during the eMERGE III project. First 

was a project with the goal of providing updated reports when variant classifications change 

(3A) over time. To accomplish this, we used Neptune’s reanalysis module to compare a 

ClinVar snapshot to local variant categorizations. We identified upgrades and downgrades by 

detecting either unreported variants with a new Pathogenic / Likely pathogenic classification 

in ClinVar or a reported variant with a new VUS, Benign or Likely benign classification. 

There were 26 upgrades for review, resulting in 3 updated reports (all initially VUS) and 

86 downgrades for review, resulting in 2 updated reports. Next, we collected a set of VUS 

variants that were lacking one ACMG/AMP subcategory to reach an overall classification 

of likely pathogenic (3B). We then contacted clinical sites requesting more detailed patient 

phenotype information, in order to be able to apply the PP4 ACMG/AMP subcategory 

(Patient phenotype or family history highly specific for gene). In four cases we were able 

to issue updated reports, all due to the new clinical information. In a separate study, we 

reanalyzed 83 variants based on additional clinical information requested from clinical sites 

for variants that were VUS but which could be reclassified as Likely Pathogenic with the 

application of one ACMG subcategory. This resulted in four updated reports and highlights 

the importance of detailed clinical information during review by clinical geneticists.
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Table 1.
Modes for running Neptune.

Neptune can be run in multiple different modes, specified by command line parameters.

Command Input(s) Description

annotate vcf, project configuration Annotates vcf with data from the VIP. Marks if a variant has been previously 
seen or needs review

renderPreReport VIP annotated vcf, configuration 
information for external data, report 
template, project configuration

Loads data from external sources, creates a structured output files

renderFinalReport Pre-report file, project configuration Populates the pre-report with the final set of data. Separate in case it needs to 
run in a PHI environment

reanalyze VIP annotated vcf Takes an existing VIP annotated vcf, shows differences to current VIP
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